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1. Introduction
Kɔnni is a Gur language of northern Ghana. The vowel phoneme inventory is listed below. For
place features, back vowels will be considered [dorsal], front vowels as [coronal], and /a/ as placeless.
(1)

i
e

+ATR

u
o

ɪ
ɛ

–ATR
a

ʊ
ɔ

In this paper, I demonstrate two cases of spreadings of vowel features across consonants in Kɔnni.
In the first, the [dorsal] feature of a vowel spreads across a [dorsal] consonant, so that /i, ɪ/ becomes
[u, ʊ]. In the second, a [coronal] feature of a vowel spreads across a [coronal] consonant, so that /a/
becomes [ɛ]. These processes have different conditions on them. Crucially for both, however, the
consonant across which the feature spreads must be specified for that same feature. Rather than the
consonant blocking the spread, as might be expected in some models of Feature Geometry, the
consonant must participate in these spreadings.
When combining discussion of [+ATR] and [–ATR] vowels of the same place, I use capital
letters, thus /I/ = /i, ɪ/, and /U/ = /u, ʊ/.

2. [Dorsal] spread across dorsal consonants
2.1. Verbs
All polysyllabic Kɔnni verbs have /I/ as the final vowel in citation form. Almost all trisyllabic
verbs have /I/ as the second vowel as well.1
(2) disyllabic verbs
wasɪ
‘greet, thank’
yuori
‘open’
digi
‘cook’
maagɪ
‘write, draw’

trisyllabic verbs
giligi
gbalɪgɪ
hagɪrɪ
kpegiri

‘be round’
‘be tired’
‘be strong’
‘break in two’

Consequently, one characteristic of Kɔnni verbs is that there is only one distinctive vowel per
verb, i.e. V1. Others are generally /I/ (Cahill 2000). However, a few verbs disobey this pattern, in that
they do not have /i, ɪ/ as V2. All six are trisyllabic verbs, and all have /U/ as V2. These all also have
/U/ as V1, and /g/ as C2:
(3) Exhaustive list of Kçnni verbs with /U/ as V2
bʊgʊrɪ ‘learn’
mʊgʊsɪ
‘suck’
suguri ‘wash’
sʊgʊrɪ
‘wake’

¯ʊgʊsɪ
tuguri

‘sharpen’
‘be bright’

1

Although Kɔnni is a tonal language, tone on verbs is not distinctive (Cahill 2000), and will not be marked in this
paper. Citation forms of verbs have a LH pattern (LLH on trisyllabic verbs). Tone on nouns will be marked.

© 2009 Michael Cahill. Selected Proceedings of the 38th Annual Conference on African Linguistics,
ed. Masangu Matondo et al., 17-25. Somerville, MA: Cascadilla Proceedings Project.
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Note that V1 must be a high round vowel, not mid round. Verbs with mid round V1, exemplified
below, have /I/ as V2:
(4) mid round V before /g/: V2 = [I]
kpogiri
‘break’
mçgɪsɪ

‘be OK’

pɔgɪlɪ

‘hold’

Note also that C2 must be /g/. Verbs with consonants other than /g/, as shown below, also have V2
as /I/, even after a high round V1.
(5) non-/g/ consonants after /U/: V2 = [I]
sulisi ‘be full’
sʊrɪsɪ

‘rub’

furisi

‘slurp’

The verb in question must be trisyllabic. In disyllabic verbs, as below, V2 is invariably /I/ in
citation form.
(6) disyllabic verbs with /U/ as V1 and /g/ as C2: V2 = [I]
bʊgɪ
‘soothsay’
sugi
‘dip in soup’
hʊʊgɪ
‘be rotten’
tʊgɪ
‘reach (place)’

mʊgɪ
vugi

‘suck’
‘swing arms’

The reader may wonder if /k/ or /ŋ/, the other velars, have the same effects as /g/. This
unfortunately cannot be tested, as there are no known verbs with /k/ or /ŋ/ as C2. For /ŋ/, I believe this
is due to its rarity intervocalically in the language as a whole. The absence of /k/ in this position, on the
other hand, is due to a sound change *k > g intervocalically (Cahill 1995).
To test the effect of three-syllable verbs in isolation from other factors, we may try to add a suffix
to a disyllabic verb. However, adding the most common CV suffixes -ya, -wa
(PERFECTIVE.INTRANSITIVE, PERFECTIVE.TRANSITIVE) is not illuminating, since the /I/ agrees in place
with the following glide (e.g. ʊ̀ kpàtɪ̀-yá, ʊ̀ kpàtʊ̀-wá !júóŋ ‘s/he has finished, s/he has finished a
room’). I do have one case from my texts where a different suffix is added, and this does indeed show
that V2 is [U] in this case:
(7) Nenchinaa dii tʊgʊ-miŋ.
Nenchinaa eat reach-TRANS

‘Nenchinaa eat reached (i.e. died)’

To sum up, the only case where a citation verb has anything but /I/ in non-final position is when
1) the verb is trisyllabic, 2) V2 = U, and C2 = g. Once these three conditions are met, the result is the
form CUgUCI.

2.2. Nouns
Noun alternations show the same pattern of /I/ surfacing as [U] when the definite suffix is added
to a stem ending in /-Ug-/.
(8)

2

citation form2
bà¯ʊ̀ʊ̀gɪ́ŋ
kúgíŋ
¯ʊ̀ʊ̀gɪ́ŋ

definite form
bà¯ʊ̀ʊ̀gʊ̀rɪ́
kúgúrí
¯ʊ̀ʊ̀gʊ̀bʊ́

gloss
‘soup leaf’
‘cooking place’
‘smell’

In the singular citation forms here, what is transcribed as [I] is phonetically backed to [ɨ] before [ŋ]. This is
phonetically distinct from [U].
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This illustrates the general pattern found in nouns as well, that where a -UgI- pattern would be
expected, -UgU- is what actually surfaces.3 As with verbs, if the consonant between U and I is not g,
the result is -UCI-, as illustrated below:
(9)

citation form
wùùbíŋ
sààwùríŋ
tʊ́ʊ!́ lɪ́ŋ

definite form
wùùbìrí
sààwùrìké
tʊ́ʊ!lɪ́bʊ́

gloss
‘liver’
‘porridge stirrer’
‘heat’

Testing the existence of spreading across other dorsal consonants /k, ŋ/ was not an option with
verbs, but it is with nouns. The definite suffix of one noun class is /-kU/, and this shows that /k/ also
participates in [dorsal] spread:
(10)

citation
tùùríŋ
gàrɪ́ŋ
kpé!júsíŋ
bʊ̀àsɪ́ŋ
chɪ̀àkʊ̀rɪ́ŋ

definite form
tùùrùkú
gàrʊ̀kʊ́
kpé!júsúkú
bʊ̀àsʊ̀kʊ́
chɪ̀àkʊ̀rʊ̀kʊ́

gloss
‘line, mark’
‘cloth’
‘black kite’
‘viper’
‘scorpion’

(cf. gàttɪ́ ‘cloths’)
(cf. kpé!júsítí ‘kites’)
(cf. bʊ̀àsɪ̀tɪ́ ‘vipers’)
(cf. chɪ̀àkʊ̀tɪ́ ‘scorpions’)

This also shows the -UgU- pattern is not limited to rightward spreading. Note that the /U/ quality
spreads from the suffix leftward into the stem in the above cases.

2.3. Analysis
As previously noted, the relevant vowel place feature for this analysis is assumed to be [dorsal].
This place is not limited to vowels, but is part of a unified set of place features applying to both
consonants and vowels (Clements 1991, Clements & Hume 1995). Relevant constraints for an
Optimality Theory analysis of a trisyllabic verb with [U] as V2 include the following:
(11) VKV-AGR: high vowels agree in V-place features across K (K = g, k, ŋ)
(12) IDENT[place]σ1: a vowel of the first syllable of a word has the same Place in the input as in
the output
(13) mʊgʊsɪ ‘suck’
mʊgɪs) a. mʊgʊsɪ
b. mʊgɪsɪ
c. mɪgɪsɪ

IDENT[place]σ1 4

VKV-AGR

MAX[place]V
*

*!
*!

*

We must also account for the fact that final epenthetic vowels are always /I/, never round vowels.
This necessitates including another constraint in the tableau:
(14) *FINAL[dors]

the place feature [dorsal] is prohibited on the final vowel of a word 5

The kinship term sʊ̀gɪ̀tàá ‘sibling of same parents’ and the tree múgílí!múgílíŋ do not follow this pattern, along
with another tree. The word sʊ̀gɪ̀-tàá is a compound. Tree names in Kɔnni are often phonologically unusual. The
reduplicated form makes it likely that it also is a compound. Reduplicated forms like this need more investigation.
4
An alternative analysis that would work for this one tableau would be to consider the differential markedness of
[dorsal] vs. [coronal]. If MAX[dors] >> MAX[cor], then the optimal output will be generated. However, later we
see that it is the first stem vowel that is the crucial factor in other words, and it also will apply here.
3
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Also, the result of not epenthesizing a vowel word-finally would entail ending the word with a
consonant. In Kɔnni, the only consonant allowed word-finally is [ŋ]. Other consonants are not licensed
in this position, and the constraint expressing this pattern also is relevant to this analysis.
(15) ŋ#

ŋ is the only consonant allowed word-finally
(conflates *g#, *p#, *m#, *s#, etc.)

A tableau analyzing the case of a final epenthetic vowel is thus:
(16) hʊʊgɪ ‘be rotten’
hʊʊg) a. hʊʊgɪ
b. hʊʊgʊ
c. hʊʊg

*FINAL[dors] >> VKV-AGR
ŋ#
*FINAL[dors]
*!

*!

VKV-AGR
*

DEP [cor]
*

The constraint VKV-AGR as it is phrased above is an adequate description of the surface pattern
in Kɔnni, but one might wish for a deeper explanation of why this occurs. The approach of NiChoisan
& Padgett (1997), where all spreading is considered local, is relevant to this case. With a unified set of
features for both vowels and consonants, we assume cases like mʊgʊsɪ come from an input /mʊgɪs-/ as
in (13), and a [dorsal] feature has spread from the input /ʊ/ vowel across the [dorsal] consonant /g/,
with input and output shown in autosegmental representation in (17a):
(17) a.

V

C

V

→

V

[dors] [dors]
b.

V

C

[dors]

[cor]

C

V

[dors]
V

→

*V

C
[dors]

attested in Kɔnni
V
[cor]

not attested

In this local spreading view, the C participates in the spreading; it is not skipped over by the
vocalic feature. The consonant can participate only if there is not a featural conflict; either the
intervening consonant is unspecified for a place feature (not discussed here) or the consonant has the
same place feature as in (17a).
The case in (17b) is disallowed presumably because of the [coronal] consonant between vowels. If
the [dorsal] feature spreads across the [coronal] consonant, this would lead to several possible outputs,
all of which are undesirable. The configuration in (17b) has two places of articulation on the
consonant. This is an undesired outcome; multiply articulated consonants are disfavored, as expressed
by the constraint *MultPl. Skipping the consonant is not an option either, as expressed by NOGAP.
(18) *MultiplePlace (*MultPl): more than one place specification on a consonant is disallowed 6
(19) NOGAP:

gapped configurations are prohibited (rules out spreading which skips the
intervening consonant)

One bit of data that complicates this picture is when a high vowel assimilates to a following glide,
as in the following:
5

I use this as a shorthand for the more complete MAX[dors] >> *[dors] >> *[cor]. Either formulation has the
force of preventing an epenthetic vowel being [dorsal]. For monosyllabic verbs that have a [dorsal] vowel in input,
such as mu ‘reach’, faithfulness constraints such as IDENT-Pl override *FINAL[dors].
6
Note that labialvelars (k͡p, g͡b, ŋ͡m) would keep their multiple places due to the high-ranked MAXCPlobs, but
*MultPl mitigates against the creation of multiply articulated consonants.
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(20)

ù dìgù-wó ¯ʊ́à

‘s/he has cooked yams’ (-wo is transitive perfective)
(cf. digi ‘cook’)

Here, the [u] of digu-wo is from assimilation to the following [w]. This is expressed with the
following constraint:
(21) VG-Agr:

a vowel and a following glide agree in place values

The complication with the previous analysis is that if [dorsal] spread across /g/ were the only
factor that influenced the output, we would expect this spread to happen here, giving the unattested
*duguwo. The relevant factor in retaining /i/ in digu-wo rather than changing to [u] is, I propose, that
the distinctive stem vowel of the verb is preserved. So IDENT[place]σ1 outranks VKV-AGR.
(22) digu-wo ‘has cooked (something)’
dig-wo
IDENT[place]σ1
) a. diguwo
b. digiwo
c. duguwo

VG-Agr

VKV-AGR

DEP [cor]

*!

*
*

*

*!

3. [Coronal] spread across coronal consonants
3.1. Data – nouns and verbs
Besides the [dorsal] spread discussed in the previous section, Kɔnni also exhibits spreading of the
vocalic [coronal] feature across consonants. Specifically, an /a/ before /Cɪ/ optionally fronts to /ɛ/. This
also occurs when the /ɪ/ is in the diphthong /ɪa/:
(23) Fronting of a (optional)
a. balɪ ~ bɛlɪ
dalɪ ~ dɛlɪ
tasɪ ~ tɛsɪ
yalɪ ~ yɛlɪ
gbalɪgɪ ~ gbɛlɪgɪ
gbárɪ́áŋ ~ gbɛ́rɪ́áŋ

‘speak’
‘be much’
‘kick’
‘have’
‘be tired’
‘earthworm’

b.

pɪasɪ ~ pɪɛsɪ
tʃɪasɪ ~ tʃɪɛsɪ
tɪalɪ ~ tɪɛlɪ
fɪalɪ ~ fɪɛlɪ
kpɪasɪ ~ kpɪɛsɪ
wɪarɪ ~ wɪɛrɪ

‘ask’
‘contribute’
‘remain (be left)’
‘be cool’
‘chickens’
‘remain’

Note that the C in the aCɪ sequence is always [coronal]. If the C is /l, s/, the fronting is always an
option, but not all words with C = /r, t/ surface even optionally with [ɛCɪ]. 7
We have noted severe restrictions on this variation above. Below, we categorize the cases in
which aCɪ remains, and the a is not fronted. In (24a), a is not fronted when the intervening consonant
is not [coronal]. In (24b), a is not fronted in the case where the vowel [aa] is long. In (24c), the a is not
fronted, interestingly and as we shall see, indirectly in cases in which the consonant before [a] is
[dorsal]. In (24d), the a is not fronted when that a is part of a [ʊa] diphthong. We will examine each of
these cases in turn, but first we analyze the cases where a is indeed fronted.

The case in which the consonant is [t] has conflicting evidence. The common kpatɪ ‘finish’ never fronts the a;
neither does natɪ ‘shout’; but dʒatɪ ‘unroll’ does vary with dʒɛtɪ. The verb watɪ ‘split’ also doesn’t front a, but
would not be expected to, because of the unattested wE sequence. The most robustly attested [coronal] consonants
in this variation are therefore the [continuant] consonants [l, s].
7
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(24) No fronting of a
a. C of the aCɪ sequence is non-coronal
tʃagɪ
‘be satisfied, sated’
dagɪ
‘show’
hagɪ
‘get up, rise’
bɪagɪ
‘be able’
hagɪrɪ
‘be strong’
naŋɪ
‘melt’
ŋmabɪ
‘shatter’
namɪsɪ
‘suffer’
b.

the vowel a is long
waalɪ
taasɪ
daarɪ
kpaalɪ
gbaasɪ

‘broadcast (seed)’
‘join, assemble’
‘wash dishes’
‘be fatty’
‘claim girl as wife’

c.

the consonant before the a is [dorsal].
kalɪ
‘sit’
kalɪŋa
‘sleeping mat’
kagɪlɪ
‘cross out’
garɪsɪ
‘pass’
wasɪ
‘greet’

d.

the a is part of a [ʊa] diphthong
dʊarɪ
‘take top part off’
dʊasɪ
‘lie down’
pʊasɪ
‘strip bark from tree’
yʊarɪ
‘fetch’

3.2. Analysis: When /a/ assimilates
The following analysis assumes that /a/ is placeless in Kɔnni. It obviously lacks such place
specifications as [dorsal, labial, coronal]. In some feature systems and languages it might be
considered [pharyngeal], but there is no evidence for such a place in Kɔnni, and more than one line of
evidence indicates that it should be considered placeless (Cahill 2007). A well-formedness constraint
expresses this pattern:
(25) *VCV[cor]:

a placeless vowel in the syllable preceding a [coronal] vowel
is disallowed

This constraint would have variable ranking with IDENT[place]σ1 to account for the optionality of
[cor] spreading, as illustrated in the two tableaus below. Note that a change from placeless /a/ to a
vowel having a place such as [ɛ] violates IDENT[place]σ1.
(26) dɛlɪ ‘be much’
dAlI
[cor]
/|\
) a. d ɛ l ɪ
b. d a l ɪ

*VCV[cor]

*!

IDENT[place]σ1
*
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(27) dalɪ ‘be much’
dAlI
[cor]
/|\
a. d ɛ l ɪ
) b. d a l ɪ

IDENT[place]σ1
*!

*VCV[cor]

*

3.3. Analysis: When /a/ does not assimilate: non-coronal consonant
The [coronal] feature of [ɪ] spreads only across [coronal] consonants. Thus the [dorsal] place of
the consonant g in dagɪ is crucial in (28). The final vowel’s [coronal] cannot skip the intervening
consonant to spread to [a] (NOGAP), nor may it add [coronal] to the [dorsal] of the intervening
consonant (*MultPl). We invoke the constraints used in the previous section.

(28) dagɪ ‘show’

NOGAP , *MultPl >>*VCV[cor]
dAgI
NOGAP
*MultPl

) a. dagɪ
b. dɛgdɪ
[cor]
/ \
c. d ɛ g ɪ
d. dɪgɪ

*VCV[cor]

IDENT
[place]σ1

*
*!

*
*

*!
*!

*

In a fashion similar to the case of [dorsal] in (17), [cor] spreads only across a consonant with that
same place. Again assuming locality of spreading, *MultPl rules out (29b).
(29) a.

V

C
[cor]

b.

V

C

V

V

→

[cor]

C

V

[cor]

V

*V

C

attested in Kɔnni
V

→
[dors]

[cor]

[cor]

[dors]

not attested

3.4. Analysis: When /a/ does not assimilate: long [aa]
In (24b), we see that the long /aa/ is immune to the fronting process. In Kɔnni, the /aa/ pattern is
remarkably resistant to change of any sort.8 The constraint FAITH[aa] expresses this, and is the crucial
constraint in the tableau below.
(30) taasɪ ‘join, assemble’ FAITH[aa] >>*VCV[cor]
tAAsI
FAITH[aa]
*MultPl
) a. taasɪ
b. tɛɛsɪ
*!

*VCV[cor]
*

The only time /aa/ changes is when it shortens in a noun stem before an adjective, e.g. jàáŋ ‘thing’, jà-bɪ̀áŋ ‘bad
thing,’ and also shows ATR spread from a following ATR adjective, e.g. jè-bı̌ŋ ‘small thing’. I would assume the
descriptive constraint FAITH[aa] is an instantiation of a cross-linguistic pattern of long vowels being more
resistant to change than short ones, though more research is necessary to establish this.
8
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3.5. Analysis: When /a/ does not assimilate: [dorsal] consonant preceding
The lack of fronting of a when the C1 is velar, as in the data in (24c), shows the impact of a
constraint penalizing [coronal] vowels after velar consonants. For this case, there is nothing in the
VCV sequence that prevents a from fronting. However, if a did front, it would create an ill-formed
sequence with the velar consonant that precedes it.
There is a total lack of kII and gII in Kçnni, due to historical changes. Though there are cases of
single [coronal] vowels after k and g, such as kI, these are relatively uncommon, again due to the
diachronic situation (see Cahill 1995 for more details). For this reason, I propose a well-formedness
constraint as follows, and apply it to a representative tableau below.
(31) *CdorsVcor:
(32)

a sequence of dorsal consonant and coronal vowel is disallowed

kalɪ ‘sit’ *CdorsVcor >> *VCV[cor]
kalI
*CdorsVcor
) a. kalɪ
b. kɛlɪ
*!

*VCV[cor]
*

3.6. Analysis: When /a/ does not assimilate: [ʊa] diphthong preceding
We see in (24d) that a in a [ʊa] diphthong does not participate in fronting. Similar to the preceding
case, there are no factors in the VCV sequence that prevent a from fronting. However, if [cor] spread,
the output would be [ʊɛ], a totally unattested sequence in Kɔnni. This is part of a larger pattern
prohibiting adjacent [dors] and [cor] vowels (e.g. *oi, *ue, *ɔɛ). We express this in the wellformedness constraint below and apply it in (34).
(33) *VdorsVcor:

a sequence of dorsal vowel and coronal vowel is disallowed 9

(34) dʊasɪ ‘lie down’
dɔɔs) a. dʊasɪ
b. dʊɛsɪ

*VdorsVcor >> *VCV[cor]
*VCV[cor]
*VdorsVcor
*
*!

4. Discussion
The constraints VKV-AGR and *VCV[cor] which drive the analyses above are critical, and they
describe the surface patterns adequately, but it would be more satisfactory to have a more explanatory
set of constraints, perhaps more phonetically grounded. The crucial facts for these are that [dorsal]
spreads only across a [dorsal] consonant, and [cor] spreads only across a [coronal] consonant.
These constraints do in fact have phonetic grounding, connected in principle to Kirchner’s (1998)
LAZY family of constraints. That is, the tongue as active articulator moves less if the VCV sequence
has all units with the same place: either all [dorsal] or all [coronal]. So although the formal statement
of these is not stated in terms of phonetic grounding, such grounding does lie behind the constraints.
Also see Gafos (1999) for another discussion of vocalic articulation across consonants from a localitybased perspective.
The natural question that further arises is: can we combine these patterns? Instead of the separate
VKV-AGR and *VCV[cor], could we have a more general constraint of the form below?

9

Since we treat /a/ as placeless, a broader alternative would be to prohibit adjacent vowels with differing places.
This allows the attested [ie, ɪɛ, uo, ɪa, ʊa], as well as the unattested [ia, ua, ʊɔ], but prohibits a mix of front and
back vowels.
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(35) *V[pli]CV[plj] vowels must agree in place across a consonant of that
same place
However, differences in the two patterns make combining these more of a challenging task.
1. The target vowel is a high vowel in the [dors] case, but /a/ in the [cor] case.
2. The [dors] spread is obligatory, but the [cor] spread is optional.
3. The [dors] spreads across all [dors] consonants, but [cor] spread is more selective
These differences make it quite unlikely that a single analysis can cover both cases.
The fact that both of these assimilations are allowed only across C with the same place value
indicates consonantal participation in the spreading. This is counter to Clements & Hume 1995, who
specifically allow spread of the following configuration:
(36)

Cpl

Cpl

Vpl
[dors]

Cpl
Vpl

based on lines being on different planes

[dors]

However, since the C in the cases discussed here participates in the spreading, this model must be
revised.
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